The symmetry reduction method based on the Fréchet derivative of differential operators is applied to investigate symmetries of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations for magnetostatic fields, which is a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations of the second order. The technique yields invariant transformations that reduce the given system of partial differential equations to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Some of the reduced systems are further studied to obtain the exact solutions.
Introduction
Magnetic fields play an important role in the study of astrophysical objects, such as neutron stars, white dwarfs, pulsars, black holes, and galaxies. In fact, several observations show that there are various scenarios in which the magnetic fields and the general relativity can not be neglected. One of them is the presence of strong magnetic fields in active galactic nuclei. [1, 2] These nuclei are known to produce more radiation than the rest of the entire galaxy and directly affect its structure and evolution. Another scenario is the production of relativistic collimated jets in the inner regions of accretion discs, which can be explained by considering the magnetocentrifugal mechanisms. [3, 4] Also, magnetic fields are important for understanding the interplay between magnetic and thermal processes in strong magnetic neutron stars. [5, 6] At least 10% of all neutron stars are born as magnetars, with magnetic fields above 1014G. [7, 8] Analytical models that describe these astrophysical objects are often associated with the solutions of Einstein's equations. [9, 10] In the search for more realistic models for the compact stellar systems, the energy-momentum tensor, the source of Einstein's equations, is modified by introducing more complex terms that take into account additional physical properties, for example, electromagnetic fields.
These fields for deriving solutions were first considered by Bonnor [11] for obtaining solutions corresponding to radial and longitudinal fields. Misra and RadhaKrishna [12] have obtained some solutions in which the metric function depends on one independent variable. García and Gonjález [13] have presented a detailed study of the counter-rotating model for generic electrostatic (magnetostatic) axially symmetric thin disks without radial pressure. In this paper, we derive new exact analytic solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations for purely magnetostatic fields in general relativity.
The simplest metric to describe a static axially symmetric spacetime is Weyl's line element [14] 
where ϕ and Λ are functions of r and z only. The Einstein-Maxwell field equations in the geometrized units of 8πG = c = µ 0 = ϵ 0 = 0 are given by
where R ab is the Ricci tensor, T ab is the electromagnetic energy tensor, F ab is the electromagnetic field tensor that satisfies Maxwell's equations for empty spacetime, and A a = (ϕ, A, 0, 0) is the 4-potential.
A comma followed by a lower suffix denotes a partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding variable.
The Einstein-Maxwell equations in the presence of purely magnetostatic fields are equivalent to the system
where A is the magnetostatic potential and is a function of r and z only. For solving the nonlinear system (6)- (9), first we solve Eqs. (6) and (7) to obtain ϕ(r, z) and A(r, z). After that, by substituting ϕ and A into Eqs. (8) and (9), we can obtain Λ(r, z).
There are various methods for obtaining the solutions of nonlinear partial deferential equations (PDEs). Some of the important contributions for finding exact solutions of nonlinear PDEs are presented in Refs. [15] - [17] . The effective methods for finding symmetries and constructing exact solutions include the Lie classical approach, [18−22] the symmetry reduction approach, [23, 24] the nonclassical approach, [25] and the isovector field method. [26, 27] In this paper, we will use the symmetry reduction approach to solve the nonlinear Eqs. (6) and (7). This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the symmetries of Eqs. (6) and (7) in the generalized form are derived, which are then used to obtain the associated Lie algebra of vector fields. In Section 3, we deal with the determination of the transformation group for the reduction of the system of nonlinear PDEs to the system of ordinarily deferential equations (ODEs). Exact solutions are also obtained in that section. In Section 4, we give the discussion and the concluding remarks.
Symmetry reduction method and optimal system
The symmetry group for a single PDE or a system of PDEs is a continuous group of transformations that act on the space of independent and dependent variables and leave the system invariant. The exact solutions for a system of PDEs are found by solving the reduced system of differential equations involving fewer number of independent variables. The symmetry method has been used to examine the exact solutions for various nonlinear PDEs (refer to Refs. [28] and [29] ). Herein, we briefly outline Steinberg's method. [24] For this, we set
which gives
Substituting S 1 and S 2 from Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eqs. (13) and (14), when expanded, results in the polynomial expressions in various partial derivatives of ϕ and A with respect to the spatial variable. The calculations to obtain these derivatives are tedious, so we list here the simplified set of determining equations for the group infinitesimals P , Q, R, and S. From Eq. (13), after equating the coefficients of various derivative terms to zero, we obtain
From Eq. (14), keeping in view the consequences on the infinitesimals effected by the above set of equations, we obtain the following set of determining equations:
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Now solving determining Eqs. (15) and (16) for infinitesimals P , Q, R, and S, we arrive at the following form of the generalized symmetries:
where a, b, l, and m are arbitrary constants. The Lie algebra associated with Eqs. (6) and (7) consists of the following four vector fields:
Using these vector fields, we can reduce Eqs. (6) and (7) into a system of ODEs after getting the similarity variable and the similarity solution by solving the characteristic equation
In general, there are infinite number of subalgebras of this Lie algebra formed from any linear combination of generators V j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4). And for each subalgebra, we can obtain the reduction by using the characteristic equation (19) . However, two algebras are similar if they are connected to each other by a transformation from the symmetry group, in this case, their corresponding invariant solutions are connected to each other by the same transformation. Therefore, it is sufficient to put all similar subalgebras into one class. The set of all these representatives is called an optimal system. [29] We will work out first the optimal system and then embark upon the various reductions associated with the generators in the optimal system. We begin by considering a general element
of the symmetry algebra and subject it to various adjoint transformations to simplify it as much as possible. [29] The adjoint action is given by the Lie series
where
is the commutator for the Lie algebra, and ϵ is a parameter. The optimal system consists of the following eight basic vector fields:
where α is an arbitrary constant. Because of the discrete symmetry (r, z, ϕ, A) → (−r, z, ϕ, A), vector fields (iv) and (vii) are similar to vector fields (ii) and (vi), respectively, in the optimal system, we confine ourselves to the remaining six essential vector fields while neglecting the other two.
Exact solutions of EinsteinMaxwell equations for magnetostatic fields
The similarity variables and the similarity solutions can be obtained by solving the characteristic equation (19) . The general solution of the equation involves three constants; one becomes the new independent variable ζ, and the other two are F and G, which are dependent variables.
In this section, we will present the similarity variables and the similarity solutions for all eight essential vector fields of the optimal system (21). The reductions of Eqs. (6) and (7) into systems of ODEs are obtained for each vector field in the optimal system. Some exact solutions for these ODEs are also given in this section.
Vector field V 1
Corresponding to this vector field, the forms of the similarity variable and the similarity solution are
By using the above similarity variable and similarity solution in Eqs. (6) and (7), the reduced system of ODEs is obtained as follows:
The solution for the above reduced system of ODEs is
e 2c1 c 2 cosh
Hence, the solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) is given by
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are arbitrary constants.
Vector field V 2
In this case, the forms of the similarity variable and the similarity solution are
Using these substitutions in Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain the following reduced system of ODEs
By solving this system of ODEs, we have
Hence, the solution for nonlinear system (6)- (9) is given by
with c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 being arbitrary constants.
Vector field
For this vector field, the forms of the similarity variable and the similarity solution are
Using these substitutions, we can reduce Eqs. (6) and (7) to
By solving the second ODE, we obtain
By substituting this G ′ (ζ) into the first ODE, we obtain
where c 1 is an arbitrary constant. It is quite difficult to solve this ODE.
Vector field V 3
Corresponding to this vector field, we only have a constant solution.
Vector field
Using these substitutions, we reduce Eqs. (6) and (7) to
After the substitution of G(ζ) = e −F (ζ) H(ζ) and
For the solution of the above ODEs, three cases are considered depending on H(ζ). In the first case, H(ζ) = 0, it is not physically interesting. In the second and the third cases, H(ζ) = ± √ 2ιζ, the above ODEs are reduced into a single equation 
Λ(r, z) = log (r) + 2log (c 1 Y 0 (r) + J 0 (r)) − 2z, When α = 1, the forms of the similarity variable and the similarity solution are ζ = r z , ϕ(r, z) = F (ζ), A(r, z) = zG(ζ).
By using these in Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain the system of reduced ODEs
